One day, I happened to be taking a shower along side the Group C.O., Col. John Davies. The water was ice cold and under 200 lbs. pressure. I found an old steel tank in the neighborhood badly rusted, a former implement of the late Gold Mining days. With the help of Sgt. Oscar Neal of the 89th, a competent welder, the tank was patched up. Neal was a blessing throughout the war due to his ability to patch cracks in the engine exhaust collector ring with nothing more than a carbide gas generator and used Aussie bailing wire. Without his talent, those old 1939 and 1940 model A-20s would have been useless. He also was a regular consumer of the "Jungle Juice" created behind the scene by the soldiers saving the kitchen scraps for fuel.

Enter Pappy Gunn into my life. He found me busy with the water heater and struggling with that 200 lbs. pressure - - enough to blow-up that rusty tank of about 300 gallons. I had designed a pressure regulator using parts from an A20 hydraulic system, but the old gate valve leaked a little. Again Sgt. Neal helped me with modifications, but it still leaked. We solved it by allowing the system to leak a little at the shower, bleeding off the pressure. It worked, but Pappy wasn't satisfied. With that roll of cash always on his hip, which I suspect General Kenney provided due to Pappy's need to hustle up local Aussie shops to produce the modifications necessary for the A-20 conversion project in Brisbane. At this time he was up to his eyeballs there, using his personal force to brow beat the Aussie machine and the sheet metal shops to produce the necessary parts.  I conclude that at this time he must have admired my ingenuity because we became fast friends. He bought and had delivered a long wood pole, of about 30 feet, which we erected, complete with a 55 gallon oil drum in which was placed a common float valve - similar to any commercial cooling tower or even to a float valve found in most toilet tanks- to reduce the pressure down to about 15 lbs. which the rusty tank could withstand. The difference being that Pappy’s  ingenuity surpassed mine and Kenney's. The picture shows Pappy handing me some firewood for the heat supply for the tank.
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